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Using side-by-side Sacks forcing, it is proved relatively consistent that the continuum is large 
and Martin’s Axiom fails totally, that is, every C.C.C. space is the union of H, nowhere dense sets 
(equivalently, if P is a nontrivial partial ordering with the countable chain condition, then there 
are K, dense sets in P such that no filter in P meets them all). 
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0. Introduction 
As every set-theoretic topologist knows, Martin’s Axiom (MA) is equivalent to 
the assertion that for any compact C.C.C. space X (without isolated points), X is 
not the union of ~2~0 nowhere dense sets. If Martin’s Axiom fails, then one way 
to measure the degree of its failure is by the number of C.C.C. spaces which may be 
represented as the union of ~2~0 nowhere dense sets. In particular, if 2Kil> K, and 
every C.C.C. space can be represented as the union of K, nowhere dense sets, then 
we shall say that Martin’s Axiom fails totally. 
The main result of this paper, Theorem 3.7, yields the relative consistency of the 
total failure of Martin’s Axiom. Substantial partial results on this problem were 
obtained in an unpublished preprint [6] of Roitman. 
Of course, there are many other ways to measure the failure of Martin’s Axiom 
and, after some preliminary definitions, this section concludes with a discussion of 
equivalent formulations involving partial orderings, Boolean algebras, and topologi- 
cal spaces. All these results are well known. 
In Section 1 we introduce the basic forcing method of the paper, side-by-side 
Sacks forcing. Sacks forcing, or perfect-set forcing, has appeared in the literature 
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before, but only iterated Sacks forcing has been used to enlarge the continuum (see 
[2]). Therefore a fairly careful treatment of side-by-side forcing is given. The 
advantage in using it is that 2H~ can be made arbitrarily large, whereas iterated Sacks 
forcing seems to be limited to the case 2” (I= K,. This method of forcing has been 
part of set-theoretical folklore for many years, and is not original with the author. 
Since our approach to Theorem 3.7 is set-theoretical, it is most convenient to use 
the formulation of the total failure of MA which involves partial orderings. In 
Section 2, we prove a result which shows that, under Sacks forcing, it is sufficient 
to consider only small partial orderings. 
In Section 3, it is shown that Sacks forcing does not introduce generic sets for 
C.C.C. partial orderings, and this result is then combined with Theorem 2.3 to yield 
the main result. The paper concludes with the statement of two open problems. 
Throughout the paper, we presume that the reader is familiar with forcing, but 
not necessarily with perfect-set forcing. When we force with a partial ordering P 
and p, q E P, then p s q is interpreted as meaning that p contains more information 
than q. For general facts about forcing, see [4] or [5]. 
We consider forcing as taking place over the universe V of set theory or over 
Cohen extensions thereof. Since it is provable that there are no generic sets over V 
for any nontrivial partial ordering, this amounts to an abuse of language (and of 
fact!). The reader uncomfortable with this abuse may simply substitute for V a 
countable transitive model Jll of a fragment of ZFC sufficiently large to make the 
arguments in the paper go through. If x is a term of set theory and M is a class, 
then xM refers to the interpretation of x in M. If G is P-generic and V- is a term of 
the language of forcing over P, then it(r) denotes the interpretation of 7 in V[G]. 
For our purposes, a C.C.C. space is a Hausdorff space in which every collection of 
pairwise disjoint open sets is countable. A partial ordering P is nontrivial if Vpe 
P 3q, r < p q and r are incompatible. Of course, D c P is dense if Vp E P 3q E D 
q d p; D is strongly dense if in addition tip E D Vq up q E D; D is predense if 
tip E P 3q E D p is compatible with q. A set G c P is a filter if 
(1) VpEGVqifpsqthenqEG,and 
(2) Vp, q E G p and q are compatible. 
A filter G is generic with respect to a collection of sets { 0,: cy < A} dense in P if 
Va < AG n D, # 0. If M is a class, then G is P-generic over M if G c P is a filter 
generic with respect to all dense sets lying in M. 
If B is a Boolean algebra and D c_ B - {0}, then we say D is (strongly) dense in 
B if D is (strongly) dense in B - (0) with the partial ordering induced by the Boolean 
operations. 
Theorem 0.1. The following are equivalent: 
(a) Every compact C.C.C. space without isolated points is the union of K, nowhere 
dense sets. 
(b) Every C.C.C. space without isolated points is the union of K, nowhere dense sets. 
(c) For every atomless Boolean algebra B with the C.C.C. there are dense sets 
{De: o < w,} so that no filter in B meets every D,. 
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(d) Assertion (c) for complete Boolean algebras (with the c.c.c.). 
(e) Assertion (c) for nontrivial partial orderings with the C.C.C. 
(f) Assertion (c)for nontrivial partial orderings P with the C.C.C. such that IPI < 2N~. 
Proof. Since this result is well known we will, with one exception, only outline the 
arguments briefly. 
The implications (b)+(a), (e)+(c), (c)*(d) and (e)+(f) are all trivial. 
(d)+(e): Any partial ordering P may be mapped onto a dense subset of the 
complete Boolean algebra B obtained as the regular open algebra of the topology 
on P with base consisting of all sets U,, = {q E P: q G p} for p E P The mapping 
carrying p to UP need not be one-to-one (unless P is separative) but it carries generic 
sets to (generators of) generic sets. 
(e)+(b): Let X be C.C.C. and let P be the set of all non-empty open subsets of 
X, partially ordered by inclusion. Since X has no isolated points, P is nontrivial, 
and P has the C.C.C. since X is C.C.C. If D is dense in P, then uD is (topologically) 
dense and open in X. If there is no filter in P generic with respect to the dense sets 
{D,,: (Y < w,}, then the corresponding dense open Sets have empty intersection. 
(a)+(c): Let X be the Stone space of the atomless C.C.C. Boolean algebra B. 
Then X is compact and C.C.C. If U is dense and open in X, then {b E B: the open 
set determined by b lies in U} is dense in B. By (a), there are K, dense open sets 
in X with empty intersection, and there is no filter in B generic over the corresponding 
dense sets, since such a filter could be extended to an ultrafilter, which would then 
lie in all K, of the dense open sets in X. 
The only non-canonical part of the proof is the fact that (f)+(e). We give this 
argument in some detail, since the proof of Theorem 2.3 resembles it closely, but 
is rather more complicated. 
Lemma 0.2. Let P = (P, <) be a partial ordering and let Q G P Suppose that 
(3) Vp, q E Q ifp and q are compatible in P then they are compatible in Q. 
Then if P has the c.c.c., so does Q. Suppose also that (0,: LY <w,} is a family of 
dense sets in Q such that 
(4) Vcv <w, E, = {p E P: 3q E D,p s q} is (strongly) dense in P 
If there is no$lter in Q generic over {D, : a < w,}, then there is nojlter in P generic 
over {E,: a Car,}. 
Proof. The assertion about the C.C.C. is trivial. If Gs P is a filter generic over 
{E,: (Y < w,} then G n Q is a filter (by (3)) and intersects every 0,. 0 
Lemma 0.3. Let P = (P, s) be a nontrivial partial ordering with the C.C.C. Then there 
exists Q c P such that ) Q[ G 2Ko, Q is non-trivial, Q satis$es (3) of Lemma 0.2, and 
for any set D dense in Q, {p E P: 3q E D p s q} is dense in P 
Proof. If IPI i 2Ko, let Q = P. Otherwise we obtain Q as the union of an increasing 
sequence of sets ( Qa : a < w,) obtained inductively as follows. Let Q0 c P be arbitrary, 
1 Q,,l = 2”o. If p is a limit ordinal, let QP = lJ { Qu: u < p}. 
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Suppose Qa has been obtained. Choose Q a+, 2 Qa so that lQn+,l =2”0 and the 
following conditions are satisfied: 
(5) if p, q E Qn are compatible in P then 3r E Qe+i rs p, q. 
(6) if p E Qa then 3q, r E Qa+, q, r=~ p and q and r are incompatible in P. 
(7) if A c_ Qm is countable and 3p E Pp is incompatible with every element of A, 
then there is such a p in Qa+,. 
To see that such a Qa can be found, note that the number of sets A as in (7) is 
(2%)% = 2K”. 
Now let Q = U {Qa: (Y <w,}. Then IQ/ = 2N~ and it is clear from (5) that (3) holds, 
so Q has the C.C.C. By (6), Q is nontrivial. Suppose D is dense in Q. Let A G D be 
a maximal antichain. Then A is countable, so for some cy, A c QO. But now by (7) 
it is clear that A must also be maximal in P (since otherwise Qcr+, would contain 
an element incompatible with every element of A). It follows that {p E P: 3q E A p s 
q} is dense in P, and that is sufficient. 0 
Of course, Lemmas 0.2 and 0.3 together show that (f)+(e) in Theorem 0.1, and 
the proof of Theorem 0.1 is complete. q 
In view of Theorem 0.1, we may refer to any one of the equivalent statements 
(a)-(f) as the total failure of Martin’s Axiom. For the rest of the paper we select 
(e) as the version to work with. 
1. Side-by-side Sacks forcing 
Let Sq = u {“2: n E w}. A nonempty set p G Sq is a perfect tree iff 
(1) VsEpvn sjrEp 
(2) Vs E p 3 t, u E p, s c t, u and t and u are incomparable. 
Condition (2) may be expressed informally by saying that a perfect tree forks above 
every node. Note that if p satisfies (1) and Vs E p 3 t E p, s C_ t, s # t, then p is a 
perfect tree iff {f~ “2: Vn fl n E p} is a perfect subset of w2 (with the product 
topology). Let PS be the set of all perfect trees, partially ordered by setting p s q 
if p s q. Forcing with PS is usually called perfect-set forcing or Sacks forcing. 
Lemma 1.1. If G is PS-generic over V, then fc = U {s: Vp E G s s p} E w2, fc E V, and 
v[fcl= V[Gl. 
Proof. This result is well-known. The only nontrivial part of the argument is to 
show that G E v[f,]. Working in qfc], define H = {p E PS”: Vn fc ) n E p}. Then 
H E qfG], and clearly G G H. We claim G = H. Suppose p E H - G. Then for some 
q E G, p and q are incompatible, i.e., p n q does not contain a perfect tree. Now we 
work in V. Since p and q are incompatible, X = {f E “2: Vn f 1 n E p n q} must be 
scattered. Hence there is a sequence (s,. . a < j3) for some countable ordinal fi such 
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that Va < p there is exactly one f~ X with s, ~-f but sy Zf for all y < a. But this 
same sequence (s, . cx < p) works in v[&] to show that if X is defined from p n q in 
v[f,] then X is still scattered. Since fG g V, we cannot have fc E X, contradicting 
the assumption that p, q E H. Cl 
The real f(; is called a Sucks real. If we wish to adjoin many Sacks reals, there 
are at least two ways to proceed. One is to adjoin the Sacks reals one after the 
other, by iterating forcing with PS. This approach may be found in [2]. Another 
way is to adjoin the Sacks reals side-by-side, i.e., to add them all simultaneously in 
the following manner. If K is a cardinal, let PS(K) be the set of all functions p such 
that domain(p) is a countable (or finite) subset of K and VCY E domain(p) p(a) E PS. 
Let p s q iff domain(q) G domain(p) and Va E domain(q) p(a) E q(a). It is clear 
that forcing with PS(K) will add a Sacks real for each LY E K. This side-by-side 
approach is simpler than the iterated one, and it has the additional advantage, as 
we shall see, that the continuum can be made arbitrarily large. Its principal drawback 
is that each Sacks real is generic only over V, not over some initial segment of the 
final extension, and this can cause some minor difficulties, as we will see in 
Section 3. 
Now let us check cardinal preservation with PS(K). 
Lemma 1.2. B(K) has the (2Ko)+-chain condition. 
Proof. Suppose (pa, . a < (2”o)‘) is a sequence from PS( K). By a standard argument, 
we may assume that {domain( (Y < (2Ko)+} forms a A-system with kernel A. If 
N < (2Ko)+, then pCI ) A maps A into PS. Since ) PS) = 2Ko and )A\ G K,, there are only 
(2”0)~0 = 2K~) possible values for pa 1 A. Hence 3cu, p < (2pz0)+, (Y Z /3 and pa /A = pp 1 A. 
But then pa ups E PS( K) and pa u pp c pa, pp. 0 
Corollary 1.3. If CH holds, then PS(K) has the K,-chain condition and hencepreserves 
all cardinals and cofinalities 2 K,. 
Next we have to worry about preserving K,. 
Let p E PS and s E p. The forking level of s in p is the cardinality of {i < 
length(s): 3tEp length(t)> i, tji= sli and tl(i+ 1) # sl(i+ 1)). Intuitively, the fork- 
ing level of s is the number of times forking has occurred below s in the tree p. The 
nth forking level of p, I( n, p) is defined to be the set of all s E p which have forking 
level n and are minimal with that property, i.e., if t c s has forking level n also, 
then t = s. Note that Il(n, p)I = 2”. 
For p, q E PS, let p G q(mod n) iff p 4 q and l( n, p) = I( n, q). 
Lemma 1.4. Suppose ( pn : n E w) and (m, : n E w) are sequences such that pn E PS, the 
m, are non-decreasing, lim,,,(m,) = 00 and pn+, sp,(mod m,) for all n. Then q = 
n{p,: nEw}EPSandqcp,(modm,) foralln. 
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Proof. It is clear that q satisfies condition (1) in the definition of PS since each p,, 
does. Note that 0 E n { pn: n E W} = q, so q # 0. Suppose s E q. Choose n so large that 
m, > length(s). Now s E q E p,,, so there are at least two distinct elements to, t, E 
I( m,, pn) with s G to, t,. But is is clear by induction that for all m 2 n I( m,, p,,) E pm, 
so to, t, E q and (2) is satisfied. Thus q E PS. It is an easy exercise to check that 
q c p,(mod m,) for all n. q 
If pE PS and sop, let pls={t~p: t~s or SG t}. Then pls~ PS. 
Lemma 1.5. Zfp~Ps and HEW, then p=l_{pl : s s~l(n,p)}. Hence ifqsp then 
3a E I( F, n, p) q and p 1 u are compatible. 
The proof is left to the reader. 
Now we extend this terminology to PS(K). If p E PS(K), F c domain(p) is finite, 
and u is a function with domain F such that (T(CY) E p( a) for all LY E F, then let p 1 (T 
be the condition q such that q(a) = p(a) for (Y E domain(p) - F and q(a) = 
p(a)la(a) for (YEF. If nEw and Fsdomain(p) is finite, let l(F,n,p)= 
{a:domain(a)=F and v(a)~l(n,p(a)) f or all (Y E F}. Let p s q (mod F, n) iff 
p c q and I(F, n, p) = I( F, n, q). Note that p < q (mod F, n) iff p s q and Va E F 
P(Q)< q(a)(mod n). 
Lemma 1.6. Suppose ( pn: n E w) and ((F,,, m,): n E W) are sequences such that 
P,, E PS(K), F, E F,+,, m,+, 2 m,, lim,,, m, = m and pn+, spPn (mod F,, m,) 
for all n. Suppose also that U {F,: n E w} = IJ {domain( n E w}. DeJine 
q so that domain(q) = I_, {domain( p,): n E w} and Va E domain(q), q(a) = 
n{p,(a): a ~domain(p,)}. Then qE PS(K) and Vn qsp,, (mod F,,, m,). 
Proof. Fix (Y E domain(q). Then for some k, LY E Fk. But now we have p,+,(a) d 
p,(a) (mod m,) for all n 2 k so q(a)sp,(a) (mod m,) by Lemma 1.4. The rest is 
trivial. •1 
In general, if (p,,: n E w) and ((F,,, m,): n E w) are as in Lemma 1.6, then we refer 
to (p,: n E w) as a fusion sequence, and we call q the fusion of the sequence; we 
denote q by A {p,: n E w}. 
Lemma 1.7. exists p’~ P$( K) such that 
p’<p(modF,n) andp’lu=q. 
Proof. Define p’ as follows. Let domain( p’) = domain(q). If (Y @ F, let p’(a) = q(a). 
If (Y E F, let 
p’(~)=U{p(~)Is: SE I(n,p((Y)),~fu(CY)}uq(Ol). 
It is easy to see that p’ works. q 
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Lemma 1.8. Supposep E PS( K), F c domain(p) isfinite, n E w and D is strongly dense 
in B(K). 7’hen there exists q E R!?(K) such that q s p (mod F, n) and tla E 
l(F, n, p) 4 I w E D. 
Proof. Let crO, o,, . . . , uk enumerate I( F, n, p). First find q,, < p ) a, such that qO E D 
and use Lemma 1.7 to get p0 < p (mod F, n) such that pO / a,, = q,,. Now find q, G pO 1 CT, 
such that 4, E 0, and repeat. Finally, q = qk will satisfy the lemma. 
Lemma 1.9. Suppose p E Z??(K), FE domain(p) is finite, and n E w. If q s p then 
3u E I( F, n, p) q and p 1 CT are compatible. 
Proof. Fix cy E F. Then q(o) G p(o) so by Lemma 1.5 we may choose a(a) so that 
q(a) and p(o)1 ( 1 u cy are compatible. Now q and p 1 CT are compatible. 0 
Corollary 1.10. Suppose p E PS( K), F G domain(p) is finite, and n E o. If plt- T E V, 
then there exists q s p (mod F, n) such that Vu E I( F, n, p) 3a, E Vq/ul+-7 = a,,. Hence 
qlt_7E{a,: UE I(F, n,p)}. 
Proof. Let D = {q cp: 3a E V qlE T = a}. Then D is strongly dense below p, so by 
Lemma 1.8 we can find q satisfying our first assertion. But the last assertion now 
follows immediately from Lemma 1.9. 0 
If q is related to r as in Corollary 1.10, then we say that q determines T relative 
to (F, n). We say simply that q determines T if there exists F, n such that q determines 
7 relative to (F, n). If q IF 7: w -+ V, then we say that q determines T if q determines 
r(n) for all n E w. 
Theorem 1.11. Ifp E PS( K) andp IF T: w + V, then 3q s p q determines T. Henceforcing 
with PS(K) does not collapse w,, and if CH holds then forcing with ~‘S(K) preserves 
all cardinals and cofinalities. 
Proof. Let p = qO. By induction on n, choose F,, and m,, and apply Corollary 1.10 
to find qn+, s qn (mod F,, m,),such that qn+l determines r(n) relative to (F,,, m,). 
Since the choice of F, and m, is arbitrary, we may choose them so that (q,,: n E o) 
is a fusion sequence. Let q = // {q,,: n E w}. Then q determines 7. 
Now suppose we had p IF T: w + o ,". Then if q G p determines T there is for each 
n a finite set x, E V such that, by Corollary 1.10, qlk T(n) E x,. But then 
q IF range( 7) G lJ {x,: n E w}, 
and lJ{x,: n E w} is a countable set in V, so 
q IF range(T) is bounded in w ,“. 
Hence w, is preserved under forcing with PS(K). Corollary 1.3 now completes the 
proof of the theorem. 0 
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Remark. Some assertion such as CH is necessary in Theorem 1 .l 1. In fact, even 
forcing with PS can collapse cardinals if CH is not true. More precisely, the assertion 
that forcing with PS collapses cardinals is both consistent with ([2]) and independent 
of (Shelah, unpublished) ZFC + 2K~ > K,. 
We conclude this section with a calculation of 2H~ in the model obtained by 
forcing with ~‘S(K). 
Let J be the class of all pairs (q, 7) such that q IF T: w + V and q determines T. 
We say that (ql, T,), (q2, TV) E J are equivalent if q, = q2 and qllE 7, = r2. Note that 
if (q, T) E J then there exist associated sequences ((F,,, m,): n E w) and (a,: CT E 
IJ {I(F,,, m,, q): n E CO}) in V such that VnVa E I(F,,, m,, q), q 1 ulk T( n) = a, 
k?IIIIna 1.12. y(q, TV) Und (4, 72) hUW thesume USSOCiUted sequences then qlf- T,= T*, 
so (4, 71) and (q, T2) are eqUiUUht. 
Proof. For each and each I(F,,, rn,, we have T,(n) = = T,(n), 
q14tT,(n)=T,(n). N it follows Lemma 1.9 qlt- T,(n) T2(n), and 
qlE_tln r,(n) T2(n), so = T2. 
Lemma 1.13. Let J(A) be the set of ali (q, T) E I such that qlE T: o + A. Then the 
number of equivalence classes of pairs in J(A) is at most (K . h)No. 
Proof. First note that IPS( K)\ = Keel. Fix q E PS(K). To count the equivalence classes 
of the form (q, T), it will suffice by Lemma 1.12 to count all the associated sequences. 
Clearly, the number of possible sequences ((F,,, m,): n E w) is KHcl, and for a fixed 
such sequence, the number of sequences (a,: (T E U { J( F,, m,, q): n E w}) with uV E A 
is AKO. Thus the number of equivalence classes is at most K~(I. K~[I. A”o= 
(K . A)“(]. 0 
Theorem 1.14. Assume CH, and let K 2 No. Zf G is PS( K) -generic over V, then 
V[G]I=22”n= (KKci)“. 
Proof. We work in VG]. If f~ w2, then there is a term T and an element PE G 
such that T”[~’ =f and p It T:W+2. By Theorem 1.11, the set of all q<p with 
(q, T) E J is dense below p, so there is such a q E G. We associate the pair (q, T) with 
jI It is clear that if f and g are not equal then they cannot have equivalent pairs 
associated with them. But by Lemma 1.13, the number of equivalence classes of 
pairs in J(2) is (KNo)“. Hence 2KoS(~Kc1)v. 
It is clear by genericity that 2Ku3 K. Hence 2Ki)a ~~~3 (K~(~)” and the proof is 
complete. 0 
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2. A reduction theorem 
This section is devoted to the proof of a theorem in the spirit of Lemma 0.3, 
namely, if CH holds in V and G is PS(K)-generic over V, then each C.C.C. partial 
ordering in VG] has a subordering of cardinality at most K, which is very nearly 
a regular subordering. For a precise statement, see Theorem 2.3. 
In view of the results of Section 1, we shall assume henceforth that CH holds in 
V and K 9 w2 (so CH fails after forcing with PS(K)). 
If X g K, let PS(X) = {p E I’S(K): domain(p) s X}. Note that B(X) is isomor- 
phic to B(p), where p = 1x1. If G is F’S(K)-generic over V, then let GIX = Gn 
PS(X). 
Lemma 2.1. Zf Xs K and G is ~‘S(K)-generic over V, then GIX is I?!?(X)-generic 
over V. 
Proof. Simply note that F’S(K) is isomorphic to B(X) x PS(K -X). Details are left 
to the reader. q 
Lemma 2.2. Let 6 be the term denoting the set PS(K)-generic over V. IfD E Vis dense 
in B(K), then there is Xc K such that 1x1s K, and 
VpEPS(K)plt(~lX)nD#O. 
Proof. Let A c_ D be a maximal antichain. Since F’S(K) has the &chain condition, 
(Al s tc,. Let X = U {domain(p): p E A}. Then /XI 5 K, also, and clearly 
VPE PS(K) pit-C?nA#O. 0 
Theorem 2.3. Suppose G is PS(K)-generic over V and Q E V[G] is a partial ordering 
with the C.C.C. Then there exists XC K and 0~ Q such that iol,IXI s K,, 0~ 
V[G ( X], Q is a subordering of Q and 
(I) Wp, q E 0 if p and q are compatible in Q then they are compatible in 0, and 
(2) VDEV[GIX] $0 is dense in 0 then {qE Q: 3p~D qsp} is dense in Q. 
Moreover, if Q is nontrivial, then 0 may be chosen to be nontrivial as well. 
Proof. Without loss of generality, we may assume that Q has the form (LY, so), 
where (Y is an ordinal. Let k. be a term denoting s9 We assume also that the 
statement, “( cy, 2 u) has the c.c.c.” is forced by every condition. 
For &~ECY, let D,([,~)={~EPS(K): either plF[gov or pIEi gorl}, and 
let D2(& 77) = {p E B(K): either pb [, q are incompatible or else ~~~~~ pIt& 
so 5, 7. Suppose q E PS( K), qlF T: w + a and q determines T. Let D,(q, T) = 
{p < q: either 3 y,,~ a p IF “rp is incompatible with every element of range(r),” or 
else pit “range( 7) is predense in 0”). It is clear that D,(& 7) and D2(& 17) are 
dense in B(K), and that D,(q, T) is dense below q. Note that if (q, T,) and (q, TV) 
are equivalent (i.e., qlk 7, = TV) then D,(q, T,) = D,(q, TV). 
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We may find X,( 5, 7) and X,(5, 7) which satisfy Lemma 2.2 for D,(& 7) and 
&([, v), respectively. We may also find X,(q, T) which satisfies Lemma 2.2 with 
respect to the set {p E PS( K): either p E D,( q, T) or else p is incompatible with q}, 
which is easily seen to be dense. 
Now define sequences (X0 : p < w,) and ( Qp : /3 < w,) by induction as follows. Let 
X,Z K and Qog cy be such that 1 d 1X01, IQ01 s K,. If p is a limit ordinal, let 
X, =U {X,: y c/3}, QP =I._, {Q,: y<P}. Given X, and QD, choose X0+,, Qp+, so 
that 
(3) V& 7) E Qp X,(&v) G Xp+,. 
(4) V& 17 E Qp X,(&T) c_ X,+1. 
(5) VqEPS(XO)V~if qlt-T:w+Qp and q determines T, then X,(q, T) E X,,,. 
(6) V.& 77 E Qp Vp E PS(X,) if the ordinal p, in the definition of D2(& 7) exists, 
then P, E Qp+,. 
(7) Vq, T as in (5), VPE PS(X,) if the ordinal -yP in the definition of D,(q, T) 
exists, then y,, E Q0+,. 
In (5), the forcing is with respect to B(K). 
First we assert that if 1X,1, IQ01 s K, then we can choose IXP+,l, lQp+,l c K, also. 
Conditions (3), (4) and (6) give no trouble since IPS(X,)l = K, if IX,1 < K,, and (5) 
and (7) can be satisfied also with 1X0+,(, IQp+,l~tC, provided we know that the 
number of sets D,(q, T) is at most K,. But we have already observed that D,(q, T), 
and the yP as well, depend only on the equivalence class of (q, T), and by Lemma 
1.13 the number of equivalence classes is K,. 
Let X=l._l{X,:p<w,}, Q=U{Qp:p <w,}. We must check the conclusion of 
the theorem. Throughout the rest of this argument the ordinary forcing symbol “It” 
denotes forcing with respect to PS(K) over V, while “It_*” denotes forcing with 
respect to PS(X) over K 
In asserting that Q E V[G I X], what we mean, of course, is that so n (Q x Q) E 
V[G / X], since the set Q lies in V. Working in V[G 1 X], define s, on 6 as follows. 
Let [s, 17 iff 3p~GIXpItt kov. Of course, (Q,~,)E vCGIX]. We claim 6,= 
<on(QxQ). Suppose [<iv. Then clearly 5~~7~ since G]X&G. If &vEQ 
and5~o~thenbyconstructionwehaveX,(5,17)cXsoG(XnD,(5,77)ZO.But 
ifpEGIXnD,(~,;)andpl~15~077 then since G ( X s G we have 5 a o 7. Hence 
we must have p IF 5 go 77 so 5 d, 77. This argument also shows that 0 is a subordering 
of Q. 
Next we check (1). If 5, r] E Q are compatible in Q, then clearly they are compatible 
in Q since Q is a subordering of Q. If 5, 77 E 0 are compatible in Q, then by an 
argument similar to the one in the previous paragraph we have G IX n Dz( 5, q) f 0 
and if p E G I X n Dz( 5, n) then plF 5,~ are incompatible, so gP, p IF P, go 5, 7. But 
by (6), &E 0 so 5, 77 are compatible in 0. 
Suppose DE flG I X] is dense in Q. By (1) any incompatible subset of Q is 
incompatible in Q as well, so Q has the C.C.C. (in V[G], hence in V[G(X]). Thus 
there is a maximal incompatible set A c D in V[G I X] and A is countable. Let 
f: w + A enumerate A,~E V[G (Xl, and let T* be a term appropriate for IF* which 
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denotes f in V[G) X]. Then by Theorem 1.11 there is a q E G( X such that q 
determines T* (relative to It-*). Now T* canonically determines a term 7 appropriate 
for Ii- such that ic( 7) = +(T*) =J: Thus q also determines T, and qlt- T: w + p, 
where p is chosen large enough so that A c Qp (recall that A is countable). Now 
we may conclude that G 1 X n D,(q, T) # 0. Let p E G) X n D,(q, T). If pit- rp is 
incompatible with every element of A = range(r), then since yp E Q, A would not 
be maximal incompatible. Thus we must have had p It range( 7) is maximal incompat- 
ible, so A is maximal incompatible in Q. But now it follows that {[E Q: 3~ E 
D 5 so 7) is dense in Q and (2) holds. 
Finally, if Q is non-trivial, then for each [E (Y let O,(l) = {p E PS(K): for some 
6;,6;ECYpIFS;,6;~& and SA, 8; are incompatible}. Define X,(t) as in the first 
part of the proof and add to the conditions on X,,, and Qp+, the following: 
(8) ‘jg~ Qp X,(t) E X,+1. 
(9) VIE Qp Vp E /3(X,), if the ordinals SA, 8; in the definition of 04([) exist, 
then Sj,, Si E Qp+,. 
Now, as in the arguments already given, it is easy to see that Q is nontrivial 
also. 0 
3. Proof of the main result 
We begin this section by showing that, in a rather strong sense, side-by-side Sacks 
forcing does not introduce generic subsets for C.C.C. partial orderings. This fact is 
then combined with Theorem 2.3 to deduce that Martin’s Axiom fails totally after 
forcing with PS(K). 
Theorem 3.1. Assume that CH holds in V, and K 2 w2. Suppose X E K, X E V, and 
let G be PS(K)-generic over V. Suppose that in V[G 1 X], Q is a non-trivial partial 
ordering with the C.C.C. Then V[G] contains no set Q-generic over V[G 1 X]. 
Proof. As before, we proceed by a series of lemmas. 
Let P, = PS(X) and let PI = PS(K -X); then the mapping carrying (p, q) onto 
pu q is an isomorphism of P, x PI with PS(K). Note that P,, P2~ V Let 6, and sz 
denote the orderings on P, and Pz, respectively. The symbol Ii- denotes forcing with 
respect to PS(K) over V; It, denotes forcing with respect to P, over V; and It2 
denotes forcing with respect to P2 over V[G IX]. Of course, standard arguments 
show that G 1 (K -X) is Pz-generic over V[G 1 X]. 
Suppose Theorem 3.1 is false. Let Q be a term appropriate for IF, which denotes 
Q in v[G) X], and let fi be a term such that for some p E PS( K), 
(1) plF“i~lx(o) is non-trivial and has the C.C.C. in v[G;l X], and fi is 
iclx( Q)-generic over v[G I Xl,” where G is the canonical term denoting the generic 
set. 
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For convenience, we shall assume that the statement in (1) is forced by every 
p E PS(K). Otherwise we could simply work below p always, or we could observe 
that since PS is homogeneous it is possible to choose 0 and fi so that the statement 
in (1) is in fact forced by every p E PS(K). 
We also assume that the assertion ” 0 = (ao, 2 o) ” is forced by every p E P,, where 
‘ho is an ordinal. 
Lemma 3.2. 
&E h, and p, IF, 5, and & are incompatible. 
Proof. Let J be P, -generic over V with p E J. Then the term fi canonically determines 
a term, also denoted by fi, appropriate for IF2 (and which denotes the same set in 
the final extension). Then we have qlk2 I-? is Q”“‘-generic over v[J]. Let fi = 
{5E 00: 3q ’ sz q qlE2.$E fi}. Now clearly fi E v[J] and since Q”t” is non-trivial, 
I? cannot be a filter. Hence there exist e,, 5; E I’? which are incompatible in ovtJ1. 
Thus there must exist q,, q2 <r q with q, It2 6 E fi, i = 1,2. And since all this is true 
in flJ], there must be p, E J, p, s-p, which forces that this is so, i.e., p,l~,“&,, & 
are incompatible, q, IF2 5, E Z-& q21E2 & E fi.” But now ply ql, q2, 5,, l2 clearly 
work. Cl 
Lemma 3.3. Let ( p, q) E P, x P2 and n E w, n B 1. Then there exist 
PI s,p,qo, . . . . qns2q and tO,...,tnEffQ such that Vi < n p, u qilt& E H and 
P,li-,50,...>5fl are incompatible. 
Proof. For n = 1 this is Lemma 3.2. Suppose the lemma is true for n, and let 
p:, q:, t{, i < n be witnesses. Now use the argument of Lemma 3.2 to find p, G 
PI, qn, 9ntl s qL and &, &+, so that p,uq,l~&,Efi, p,uq,,+,It-&,+,Efi, and 
PI it&l, ‘St, ‘Q 5; and tin 5n+, are incompatible. Now let qC = q:, & = 5: for i < n. 0 
Lemma 3.4. Suppose p E P,, q, r E P,, F c domain(r) is finite, and n E W. Then there 
existp’ <, p, q’ s2 q, r’ c2 r, 4 E aQ and (&,: u E I( F, n, r)) such that r’s r (mod F, n), 
p’ u q’lt- 5 E ci, p’ u r’ / alt &, E I? for all CT, and p’lt, 5 is incompatible with every &, 
Proof. Suppose ]I(F, n, r)l = k. Let p,, q,, &, i < k+ 1 arise from Lemma 3.3 with 
n=k+l. Now let D={(p’,r’)EP,xP2:p’s,p, r's-_?r, and Vi<k+l either 
(p’, r’) IF & E fi or else 3 n ( p’, r’) IF v E fi and q, 6, are incompatible}. Then clearly 
D is (strongly) dense in P, x Pz so E = {p’u r’: (p’, r’) E D} is strongly dense in 
PS(K). Now by Lemma 1.8, there exist p’u r’s p u r (mod F. n) such that V’(T.E 
1( F, n, r)p’ u r’l (T E E. There must be some i < k + 1 such that Vu p’ u r’l IT IF & E H. 
Let [= &. Now the conclusion is clear. 0 
Lemma 3.5. Supposep E P,, q,, q2E P2, Fi c domain isfinite (i = 1,2) and n,, n2E 
w. Then there exists p’ <, p, q; s2 q,, q; s2 q2 and (&E l(F), n,, q,)) and (~~1 77 E 
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I( F2, n2, q2)) such that qj s qi (mod F,, n,), i = I,2 and 
Vc~&F,,n,,q,) p’uq:(+5,~fi, 
VPE~(&,~~,~J P’uq;lpI~~77pEfi, 
Vu E 1( F,, n,, q,) Vp E I( F2, n2, q2) p’lk, .& and 7p are incompatible. 
Proof. Let I( F2, n2, q2) = {pO, p,, . . , pk}. We begin by applying Lemma 3.4 
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with 
r=q,,q=q2Ip,,F=F,,n=n,.Thisresultsinp,~pp,q~~2q,,r,~2q2(p,.Choose 
4:s q2 (mod F,, n2) with qi 1 p0 = r,,. Now apply Lemma 3.4 again with p = pO, r = q:, 
q= qylp,, to get p, c, p,,, q, .2 qy, r, c2 q:Ip,. We may assume that if the first ‘< 
application of Lemma 3.4 produced ordinals 6: with p,u qyl aiE 68~ b, then the 
second one produced [j, with p, u qi ) vlt 6: E fi, and p, It tb Go 8:. This process 
is repeated for a total of k-t 1 steps. 0 
Let us say that p separates q and r if p E P,, q, r E P2 and there exist finite sets 
x, y E LYE such that 
(2) puqIkxnti#O. 
(3) purltyntjf0. 
(4) p It-, V[ E x Vq E y 5 and n are incompatible. 
Thus the conclusion of Lemma 3.5 can be read as saying that p’ separates q; and qi. 
Lemma 3.6. Suppose p E P,, q, r E P2. Let F0 c domain(p), F, s domain(q), F2 5 
domain(r), all F, finite, and let n,, n,, n2Ew. 7hen 3p’~ P, 3q’, r’E P2 p’s 
P (mod 6, 4, q’c q (mod Fly nJ, r’ d r (mod F,, n2) and Vu E I( F,,, n,, p) p’l (T 
separates q’ and r’. 
Proof. This is easy, using Lemma 3.5. The argument is like the proof of Lemma 
3.5. 0 
Now let p E P,, q E P2. We construct sequences (p,,: n E w) in P,, (ql: s E 
IJ (“2: n E w}) in P2, (F,: n E w) and (F,: s E IJ (“2: n E w}) such that 
(5) Pn+l <pn (mod F,,, n). 
(6) qso, q.,l c q\- (mod F,, IsI). 
(7) If IsI = n, then tla~ L(G,, n, p,), pntlla separates qso, qvl. 
Let p0 = p, q0 = q. Given p,, and qY for all s with IsI = n, use Lemma 3.5 repeatedly 
to find pn+, cpn (mod F,, n) and q, for 1 t( = n + 1 so that (7) is satisfied. Moreover, 
we may choose the F, and the F, so that (p,: n E w) and every (%I~: n E w) forfE “2 
is a fusion sequence. Let p = A {p,,: n E w}. For each CT E I( F,,, n, p,,) and each s E “2, 
let x(a, SO) and x(g, sl) be finite sets satisfying (2), (3), and (4) with p, q, r, x, y 
replaced by pn+, I a, qyO, qsl, da, ~01, da, ~0) respectively. 
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It is clear from the argument just given that the set of all p as above is dense in 
Pi, so G IX must contain such a p. By Lemma 1.5, Vn 3a, E I(&, n, p) p 1 a,, E G 1 X. 
For each f~ “2 n V, let qr = A {%I,,: n E w}. Then % E V also (since the whole 
sequence of qS’s is in V), so QEP*. Now ~~~nuqf~c.+,,ltx(a,,f~(n+l))n~#O, 
so ~)a,uqfi~x(~~,,f/(n+l))nEj#O. Denote x(~“,f/(n+l)) by x(f; n). Now in 
VG 1 X] it is certainly true that 
q&,Vn x(f, n)nci#O. 
Since also +-, fi is Q-generic over V[G) X], it follows (still in V[G (Xl) that there 
must be &E ~yo such that 
$$oVn x(J; n)nj#O, 
where j is the canonical term denoting the generic set in Q (relative to forcing with 
Q over WC 1 Xl). Now if f; g E “2 and n is minimal such that f( n) # g(n), then by 
(7) and the fact that pl u,, E G( X it must be the case that every element of x(f, n) 
is incompatible with every element of x(g, n). Hence we cannot have both x(f, n) n 
J # 0 and x(g, n) n J # 0, where J is Q-generic over V[G (Xl. It follows that & and 
& are incompatible in Q. But this yields uncountably many pairwise incompatible 
elements of Q in V[G I X], contrary to assumption. This proves the theorem. 0 
We are now ready to approach the following theorem, which is the main result 
of the paper. 
Theorem 3.7. Assume that CH holds in V and K 2 w2. If G is PS(K)-generic over V, 
then in VG], 2Ho> K, and Martin’s Axiom fails totally. 
Proof. Let QE V[G] be a non-trivial partial ordering with the C.C.C. Let Q and X 
be as in Theorem 2.3. We work in V[G(X]. If Ac 0 is a maximal antichain, let 
D(A)={qs@ 3pEA q sQ P}. Then D(A) is strongly dense in Q. Note that if D 
is an arbitrary set strongly dense in Q and A is a maximal antichain in D, then 
D(A) c D. Thus if G is a filter with the property that G n D(A) # 0 for all maximal 
A E VGIX], then G is Q-generic over V[G]X]. Thus by Theorem 3.1 there is no 
filter Gc Q which meets all the D(A). Since Q has the C.C.C. and IQ1 s K, the 
number of possible A is 2”o. Since 1x1 c K,, it follows from Theorem 1.14 that 
2K~= K, in V[G ( X]. Hence there is an enumeration (Da: (Y < w,) of all D(A) in 
qG( X]. But now by Theorem 2.3 (2) and Lemma 0.2 it follows that there is no 
filter H c Q in VG] such that H meets every dense set of the form {q E Q: 3p E 
D, qSp} for all acw,. That is, Martin’s Axiom fails totally in UG]. 0 
Concluding remarks. Roitman commented that Theorem 3.1 implies that if T is a 
Souslin tree in V, then T remains Aronszajn after forcing with PS(K), since an 
uncountable path through T would give rise to a (T, 2 .)-generic set over V. She 
asked whether in fact T remains Souslin. It turns out that T does indeed remain 
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Souslin, as was verified by S. Todorcevic and the author, independently. Instead of 
giving the proof, however, let us enlarge the question. 
Problem 1. Suppose P has the C.C.C. Does P still have the C.C.C. after forcing with 
PS? With PS(K)? 
Another direction in which the results of this paper might be improved is the 
following. There are versions of Martin’s Axiom known nowadays which are con- 
siderably stronger than MA itself; one example is the Proper Forcing Axiom. It is 
natural to ask whether such stronger principles can also fail totally. For example. 
Problem 2. It is consistent that for every proper partial ordering P with 1 PI = N,, 
there are dense sets (D n: a < w,) such that no filter G z P meets all the D,? 
For a discussion of proper partial orderings, a notion due to Shelah, see [l] or [3]. 
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